Automatic Non-Stop Delivery

Advantages for the industrial packaging printer:
Base: Speedmaster CX 102-6-L with full logistic components and automatic non-stop at the delivery

- An expected increase of the average production speed thanks to the automatic nonstop system of up to 500 sheets/h may entail a productivity increase of about 5%.
- At the same time, the number of waste sheets can be reduced by 2%.
Non-Stop System with high flexibility

• Automatic Non-Stop also beneficial for commercial printers

• For example:
  Job with a run length of 48000 (8000 sheets/palette)
  Commonly a blanket wash is taking place after every pile = 5 times
  With automatic Non-Stop reduced to 3 wash cycles
Non-Stop System with high flexibility

- For Label printers which run foils or aluminum coated paper racking is an additional option

- This is also interesting for a short run commercial printer e.g. web to print or a highly industrialized commercial printer.